I. **CALIBRATE** - To standardize; bring into conformity with a standard by determining the deviation so as to ascertain the proper correction factors needed to adjust precisely for a particular function

II. **Recalibrate our Minds:**
   A. **Standard** - What is our **Example**?
   B. **Difference** - What is my **Experience**?
   C. **Conformity** - What do I **Exchange**?

III. **STANDARD** - Matthew 6:9-10 - What is our Example?
   A. On Earth as it is in Heaven is our Standard or EXAMPLE!

IV. **Difference** - What is my Experience?
   A. What if my “earthly experience” doesn’t match the “Heavenly Example?”
   B. The example of heaven is to overcome adversity, resistance or opposition
   C. Recalibrating our mind is about changing our dominant reality

V. **Conformity** - What do I Exchange? - Exchange not Excuse
   A. Matthew 4:17 17…“**Repent**, for the **kingdom of heaven is at hand.**”
      1. **Repent** - metanoeo - To think differently, to change one’s way of life as the result of a complete change of thought and attitude.
   B. John 3:3 3 unless one is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.
   C. Matthew 16:17-19 - Exchange
      1. **Where are the Gates of Hell?**
         a) **Gate** - A place of transition or access
         b) **Mind** - Gatekeeper of the kingdom of God
      2. **Prevail against** - katholicuo - To overpower; to defeat, superior in strength.
   D. Matthew 16:21-23 - Peter Opens the gate to the wrong thoughts
      1. **Offense** - skandalon - Trap-stick; The stick or trigger of a trap; snare
      2. **Mindful** - phroneo - To exercise the mind; entertain, to let one's mind dwell on, to keep thinking about, to fix one's attention on.
         a) **Two agendas for our lives:**
            (1) Kingdom of God & Kingdom of darkness - Empowered by our agreement
   E. **V19** - Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven
      1. **Keys** - kleis - An instrument used for locking & unlocking doors; A means of acquiring something.
   F. **Col 3:2** 2 Set your mind on things above, not on things on the earth.
1. **Set** - *phroneo* - To exercise the mind; entertain, to let one's mind dwell on, to keep thinking about, to fix one's attention on.
   
a)  **Num 33:51-54** - for I have given you the land to possess.

G. **2 Cor 10:3-5** - The location of the gate of hell

   1. **Weapons** - *hoplon* - Instrument or tool used for war; offensive or defensive.
   2. **Mighty** - *dunatos* - Powerful, capable
   3. **Pulling down** - *kathairesis* - Demolition, extinction
   4. **Casting down** - *kathaireo* - To destroy or pull down by conquering or overpowering.
   5. **Arguments** - *logismos* - False or deceptive reasoning
   6. **High thing** - *hypsoma* - Conceit, pride or arrogance; powers of the world above
   7. **Bringing into captivity** - *aichmalotizo* - To make captive, to gain control over by force.

VI. **Leavens of the Mind**

A. **Leaven** - Picture of influence on our minds; causes dough to rise.

B. **3 Types of Leaven (Influences):**

   1. **Kingdom** - Matt 13:33
   2. **Herod** - Atheistic influence based on strength of humanity or human systems.
   3. **Pharisees** - Religious influence based on theory and not practice or experience.